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the program, “...social, intellectual, and institutional contexts 
of science .I’ The proceedings of this session are expected to be 
published. 
Also of interest to historians of mathematics may be one of 
the unofficial sessions which was sponsored by the Fusion Energy 
Foundation and featured a talk by Uwe Parpart, “The concept of the 
transfinite and the fundamental antinomies of theoretical physics.” 
An expanded version of this talk is to appear in the February 
issue of The Campaigner (published by the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees) with Mr. Parpart’s English translation of Georg Cantor’s 
“Grundlagen einer Al lgemeinen Mannigfaltigkei ts lehre” (1883) . 
NINTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE LENINGRAD SECTION 
OF THE SOVIET NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, 4-5 FEBRUARY 1976 
The general theme was the interrelation of nature and 
society. Thereweresectionsonsociology of science, method- 
ological problems, and history of scientific institutions as 
well as on particular sciences. Papers on the history of mathe- 
matics : A.N. Bogolyubov: Current development of mathematics. 
E.P. Ozhigova: Astronomical questions in the work of Russian 
mathematicians of the end of the XVIII and the first half of the 
XIX centuries. L.A. Sorokina: On the history of the problem of 
inversion of elliptic functions. I.M. Rabinovich: On the polar 
property of the equals sign in the mathematical manuscripts of 
Marx. A.B. Shtykan: Some questions on the origin and evolution 
of infinitesimal calculus. Yu.F. Kosolapov: Duhamel’s Principle 
and his work on the theory of oscillations. T.V.Byrdina: Asymt0ti.c 
methods of integrating differential equations in the work of 
Poisson. N.E. Solonina: The theory of elasticity and the theory 
of plasticity as stages in the establishment of the mechanics of 
deformable bodies. Z.E. Filer: On the history of the graphic- 
analytical delta-method in the theory of oscillations. 
I .V. Chaltseva: Russian work on the development of numerical 
methods of solving the problem of Cauchy for ordinary differential 
equations. Yu.M. Gaiduk and S.A. Dakhiya: Foundations of geometry 
in the work of Baltic mathematicians in the XIX century. I.A. 
Naumov : Contributions of Kharkov mathematicians to the develop- 
ment and diffusion of Lobachevskian geometry. Yu. M. Gaiduk: 
The contribution of 0. Blumenthal to the development of German- 
Russian and German-Soviet mathematical relations. M.M. Manida: 
K.A. Yanish, student of M.V. Ostrogradskii. L.E. Maistrov: 
Alfred Renyi’s interpretation of Pascal’s views of probability. 
